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Course Summary:  The purpose to this training is to assist the 
learner in utilizing the Prophetic Edge in the process of relationships.  We will 
identify key laws to relationships and disseminate instruction that will be 
helpful in moving from where you are to where you desire to be in your 
human relationships.  We will look closely at the core human values of 
passion, connection, and love. 

I. Understanding the Six Basic Human Needs. 
 A. Certainty.  This is the need for security, comfort, and consistency. 
 B. Uncertainty.  This is the need for variety, challenges, and    
  surprises. 
 C. Significance.  The need to feel important, needed, wanted, and   
  worthy of love. 
 D. Love and Connection.  The need for feeling connected with and   
  loved by other human beings. 
 E. Growth.  The need for constant development emotionally,    
  intellectually, financially, and spiritually. 
 F. Contribution.  Giving beyond ourselves and giving to others. 

II. Why Relationships Don’t Always Last. 
 A. There are Two Forces that Motivate People to Do What They Do. 
  1. The Desire to avoid PAIN. 
  2. The Desire to gain PLEASURE. 

Note:  This principle is what causes a YO-YO pattern in relationships   
  and the individuals in those relationships.  They Go back and   
  forth between taking the right actions to create change and   
  loosing their passion to take any action at all. 
  
 B. Everyone has different ways for getting out of pain and into   
  pleasure.  However to create permanent and consistent    



  relationships, we must develop a new set of prophetic patterns   
  for how to get out of pain and into pleasure. 
  
III. Understanding the Two Universal Laws of Life. 
 A. Anything that does not grow dies. 
 B. Anything that fails to contribute is eliminated. 

Note:  Extraordinary Relationships—— not merely good or excellent, but 
  truly legendary ones——are those in which the participants   
  continually grow and contribute to themselves, the relationship,   
  and each other. 

 C. These Laws help us Identify the Gap Between where we are   
  and where we want to be in Relationships. 
  1. Where are You?   
   a. If you are in a Relationship you either: 
    1. Want More From it,  
    2. Want More Out of it, or  
    3. Are Immobilized. 
   b. If you are not in a Relationship you either: 
    1. Want one but fear being hurt 
    2. Don’t want one because you’ve been hurt   
     before. 
  2. Where do you want to be? 
   a. Visualize your ideal relationship. 
   b. What would it look like? 
   c. What would you talk about? 
   d. Laugh about? Share? Learn Together? 
   e. How would you make love? surprise? and Contribute? 

IV. The Purpose of Relationships. 
 A. Relationships exist to magnify the human experience.  Which   
  emotions are you magnifying:  Negative ones? or Positive ones? 
 B. The Secret to Handling Upsets 
  1. When we associate pain to a relationship we are    
   responding to the past.  Remember, this is not that! 
  2. Instead of assuming the worst, become a master of    
   meaning.   What else could be happening in this situation?  
   What else could this mean?  Most of the time, it’s not about 
   you. 
  3. Remember your VALUE, and resolve no matter what    
   happened——it’s their lost and not mine.  Use the EDGE to   
   look into the future and move on. 



 

V. Conclusion (The Ultimate Love of Your Life) 
 A. The quality of your relationship is in direct proportion to the   
  amount of yourself you are able to share.  Sharing produces a   
  synergy where one plus one equals more than two 

  1. Go to a relationship to GIVE, not to GET.  Measuring and   
   remembering who gives more is a surefire to kill a    
   relationship. 
  2. Keep Your Rules to a Minimum.  Too many rules can    
   destroy a relationship.  When relationships are driven by   
   rules instead of love, relationships begin to die. 
  3. Help you partner meet his or her needs.  Legendary    
   relationships occur when both partners feel that their   
   needs are met. 
  4. Understand the importance of awareness and acceptance.    
   Be aware that all human beings share the same two    
   primary fears:  that they are no enough and that they won’t 
   be loved.  These primary fears are triggered anytime you   
   feel like you are not being seen as significant enough or you 
   fear the loss of love. 

 B. How to Create An Extraordinary Enhanced Relationship. 
  1. Learn to Love Yourself.  
  2. Select the Qualities you need in a Relationship. 

Note:  Relationships last when both people have the same or 
complementary natures.   

   a. Can they do the Job? 
   b. Will they do the Job? 
   c. Are they the right fit in terms of values? 

HOMEWORK: DEFINE YOUR ULTIMATE RELATIONSHIP.  Write down and 
describe your ideal Partner.  Start by writing about THE MATE FROM HELL 
&  then write about YOUR IDEAL MATE.  Answer these questions about 
each: What qualities do they have?  What Things would they do?  What are 
there Hobbies? Habits? Appearance? Etc.?  Everything you can think of as 
important to you.  Use the Prophetic Edge and not your flesh to compose 
this list. 

   



 

   


